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Better than Orgasm: Sex, Authenticity and




Authenticity and intimacy have become key expectations in contemporary romantic relationships. At the
same time, it is taken for granted that sex forms a part of such relationships. This article explores how the
relationship between sex, authenticity and intimacy was written about and negotiated in the Norwegian
community of lesbian radical feminists in the 1970s and 1980s. The construction of male sexuality as
fundamentally and inherently different from female sexuality in the periodicals of the lesbian movement
made thinking and writing about women’s sexual desire and genital sex difficult. This article further
argues that the concept of genital sex potentially conflicted with the notions of authenticity and intimacy
pursued by the lesbian radical feminist community. While authenticity and intimacy were constructed as
preferable companions to sex in the New Left and in large parts of the women’s movement, the Norwegian
lesbian radical feminists often constructed authenticity and intimacy in opposition to genital sex.
In 1975, a separatist Women’s House was opened in Oslo, Norway, and the newly
founded lesbian organisation, Lesbisk Bevegelse (Lesbian movement), became one of
its active groups. Visitors to the Women’s House recounted scandalous tales of self-
inspection circles where women examined their own and other people’s vulvas to get to
know their bodies better. Vulvas were also commonly used as decorative motifs within
the movement. Most likely the tales exaggerated the frequency of the self-inspection
circles, but undoubtedly vaginal imagery was far more visible there than in most other
places in society. Although vulvas were all over the place, this investigation will show
that the movement found genital sex both problematic and difficult to talk about.
While this article originally set out to document and analyse the views on sex and
sexuality found in the lesbian radical feminist movement in Norway, it has ultimately
taken the form of a more general analysis of the transformations of intimacy in late
modernity, particularly of the new centrality of authenticity and intimacy.1 I argue
that this is one of several reasons why there is an absence of writing on female sex
and sexuality in the various periodicals associated with the Norwegian movement.
Theorists describing the transformations of intimacies since the 1960s have claimed
that there is a link between the New Women’s Movement and the development of
new ideals and practices of family life and personal relationships, pointing to the
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development of new expectations of equality and autonomy in relationships, and
arguing that relationships came to primarily rest on intimacy and on the fulfilment of
partners’ emotional (and sexual) needs.2 This article offers an empirical investigation
of the discursive transformations of intimacy and new perceptions of the self in late
modernity from the viewpoint of one specific context: the Norwegian lesbian feminist
periodicals published in the period 1976–86. How did lesbian feminist ideologies of
sex and sexuality relate to the new ideals of love and selfhood?
Why did lesbian radical feminists in Norway and elsewhere – a group most people
would define by their sexuality – focus so little on sex?3 The lesbian radical feminist
movement in Norway was first and foremost a child of the New Women’s Movement
and its exploration of womanhood, sisterhood and new ways of being women in the
world. Second, it was also a child of the gay liberation movement and its new demands
to come out and be visible. The lesbian radical feminists adopted a confrontational,
unapologetic style and felt they were very different from older generations of femi-
nists, not to speak of earlier generations of male and female homosexuals. They also
had a strained relationship with the discourse of sexual liberation so central to the pro-
gressive circles of which they were a part. During the 1960s and 1970s, a wealth of
voices and publications pointed to the necessity of a sexual liberation of the self and
promoted a liberated sexuality as the road to authenticity and a better society. A par-
ticularly important text for the Western feminist movement was Anne Koedt’s widely
read essay The Myth of the Vaginal Orgasm, published in 1970.4 In the midst of all this
new talk about sexuality, the lesbian radical feminists struggled to write about lesbian
sexuality. My analysis will suggest that the construction of an incongruence between
‘sex’ and ‘women’, as well as between ‘sex’ and ‘authenticity and intimacy’ must be
seen as important factors for understanding why they found women’s sexuality such
a challenging subject.5 In the text, I use the terms ‘sex’ and ‘sexuality’ in much the
same way as the lesbian radical feminists themselves seem to have used them in their
periodicals. ‘Sex’ refers to sex acts and activities involving genitals, while ‘sexuality’
refers to a wider apparatus that also incorporates sexual desires, sexual preferences,
sexual orientation and sexual identity. The Norwegian lesbian feminists produced a
number of periodicals: Lavendelexpressen, Lesbisk Internavis, LF-avisa and Amaso-
nen. Lavendelexpressen was the most extensive, with print runs ranging between 260
and 600 copies, and with a local as well as global editorial focus.6 The lesbian radical
feminist movement was clearly international, and many of the texts published were
translations (often of work originating in the United States), and some of the activists
were obviously well-informed about current discussions elsewhere. Almost all arti-
cles were written under pseudonyms or signed with surnames only. The idea behind
this policy, at least in the beginning, was to counteract the competition for prestige
and fame associated with authorship in a patriarchal society, and because they were
apprehensive of surveillance by the authorities. They also argued that their chosen
pseudonyms might express a conscious feminist renaming of the self.7 I have chosen
to omit all references to pseudonyms and names, and to focus on the content rather
than on individual writers.
For this article, I have studied all available issues of these periodicals.8 While
Lavendelexpressen, LF-avisa and Amasonen were explicitly radical feminist periodi-
cals, Lesbisk internavis was published alternately by different lesbian groups in Nor-
way, some of them without a feminist ideology.9 For background reading, I have also
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examined the unpublished histories of Lesbisk Bevegelse by Gerd Brantenberg and the
lesbian movement in the county of Telemark by Anne Mette Vibe, as well as other radi-
cal feminist publications from the period.10 The national Skeivt Arkiv (Queer Archive)
holds a number of video interviews with lesbian radical feminists. I have watched all
of these interviews, and indeed conducted some of them, but, as they include very little
talk of sex and relationships, they have not been included among the materials under
consideration here. Of course, this study of the lesbian periodicals does not capture ev-
erything that was said and done with regard to sex and sexuality within the movement.
However, it seems probable that the ideological positions on sex that were captured
through the lesbian periodicals are reasonably representative. Some of the other
periodicals of the new women’s movement occasionally tried to address women’s
sexuality and women’s sexual pleasure (e.g. Sirene, Kvinnefront and Kjerringråd).
However, this drew criticism from both inside and outside the movement. While some
argued that the movement was too concerned with sexuality and too liberated, others
found it to be overtly hostile to sexuality.11 Sexuality was a sensitive and controversial
matter throughout the new women’s movement, but even more so within the lesbian
radical feminist organisations.
Lesbian periodicals published in the period 1976–86 capture the writings and
thoughts of multiple generations of lesbians because the generations of activists tend to
be short-lived. The sociologist Nancy Whittier talks about micro-cohorts that change
every two to three years.12 This pattern can be recognised in the Norwegian periodi-
cals. While other studies have focused on ideological changes and changes over time
within the New Women’s Movement, my material incorporates too few discussions on
sex and sexuality for a systematic analysis of change to make sense.13 That said, there
is no indication that views held on sex and sexuality were subject to any major change
over the period.
Lesbian organising and the woman-identified woman
In 1975, a group of lesbian feminists in Oslo decided it was too difficult to do lesbian
politics in the new feminist organisations, and also too difficult to do feminist work in
the main gay rights organisation, DNF-48. To secure lesbian activists’ visibility and a
safe space, they founded Lesbisk Bevegelse (Lesbian movement).14 In addition to Les-
bisk Bevegelse in Oslo, there were also a few lesbian radical feminist groups across the
country, like Lesbisk Rørsle in Telemark and Sappho in Bergen. The small Norwegian
organisations of the lesbian radical feminists took active part in all kinds of demon-
strations: staging actions, attending and arranging women’s camps as well as national
and international meetings, running a library and a vegetarian café at Kvinnehuset,
running a separatist press (Sfinxa), establishing a theatre group (Livets mangfold) and
many other activities. They were not only doing lesbian separatist work, but they also
participated in other parts of the new women’s movement. Many of them quit their
studies or day jobs, replacing these activities with short-term work so they could have
more time for their activist work. Although members of the lesbian radical feminist
movement in Norway were few in number, their perceptions of society and self would,
to a large degree, coincide with those found in other parts of the women’s movement.
Particularly when it came to sexual politics, it seems that the lesbian radical feminists’
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views and perceptions on female sexuality in many ways represented a dominant po-
sition among Norwegian feminist activists.
The main dividing line of the Norwegian feminist movement of the 1970s lay be-
tween those who regarded capitalism as the main obstacle to freedom, equality and
authenticity, and those who saw patriarchy as the main enemy.15 The lesbian radical
feminists were clearly on the anti-patriarchal side. Radical feminism refers to a type of
feminism focusing on the oppression of the patriarchy, the importance of sisterhood,
egalitarian organisational structures, celebration of womanhood, separatism and ac-
tivism. In their study of the new feminist movement across four decades, Myra Marx
Ferree and Beth Hess define the term this way:
Radical feminists also emphasise the power that women already have in themselves and the need
for mental transformation that would free women to act powerfully. This, however, is not to be used
to enter and achieve in the male world, but rather to reject that world and its values. Women’s ties to
one another are crucial, not as a defence or a lever to power, but as a source of joy in themselves.16
While there were strong antagonisms between radical feminists and socialist fem-
inists in the mid-1970s, such marked ideological positionings seemed to weaken and
blur over time, and, by the early 1980s, lesbian feminists with different affiliations
co-operated to publish the lesbian feminist periodicals.17
Same-sex sexual desire is one definition of lesbianism. This was not the definition
used by the lesbian radical feminists. The highly influential manifesto, ‘The Woman-
Identified Woman’, written by the US Radicalesbians in 1970, was translated into
Norwegian and was considered an important document by lesbian radical feminists.18
The document’s core argument was that women must free themselves from patriarchy,
and start relating to one another instead of men. The content of this manifesto was
echoed in the definition of lesbianism that was published in the first issue of Laven-
delexpressen:
As lesbians we are in a different situation from that of heterosexual women; we are not dependent
on men in the same way, socially, sexually or economically, which gives us experiences that the
women’s movement needs. If women had not started to relate to one another independently of men,
and if we had not been fond of one another, regardless of sexual preferences, then there presumably
would not have been a women’s movement at all. Lesbianism is an alternative for all women.19
Sex was not considered to be the defining force of lesbianism by the lesbian radical
feminists in Norway. Their focus was on lesbians as women-identified women, women
who love other women ‘regardless of sexual preference’. As Swedish historian Karin
Lindeqvist explains: ‘In this way, and by formulating a sexuality that was not predi-
cated on genital relations, the group deconstructed the borders between categories like
lesbian and heterosexual’.20 In part, this can be seen as an attempt to ‘sanitise’ lesbian-
ism in the eyes of other feminists, but also as a way for the movement to distinguish
themselves from earlier generations of ‘homosexual women’ who had been defined by
their sexual desire.21 Another reason to downplay the focus on sexuality was that the
members came to the movement with different motivations. Some saw lesbianism as
a political choice and an escape from patriarchy, while others explicitly sought sexual
relations with women.22 Although not explicit in the definition above, it still seems to
be implied that lesbianism also involves some sort of same-sex sexual desire.23
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Good and bad sexuality: The different natures of male and female sexuality
At first glance, sex and sexuality appear to be almost absent from the periodicals. A
closer look reveals that sex and sexuality were featured, but in subtle ways. One of
the strongest undercurrents is the fundamental difference in the portrayals of male and
female sexuality. Women’s sexuality was generally referred to in terms of love, tender-
ness, respect, emotional investment and communication. As its opposite, men’s sexual-
ity was described as hard, forceful and active, consumerist, competitive, non-invested,
controlling, egotistical, unemotional and solely focused on orgasm, genitals and body
parts. Much more space is devoted to describing men’s sexuality than women’s in
these lesbian periodicals. In the column ‘My first love’, we find an explicit description
of the differences between male and female sexuality:
Suddenly she held me tight and transfixed me with her gaze. Soft fingers against my ribs. Her heart
beat so wildly that my own heart changed its beat and followed hers. Neither of us moved. This was
no game! – This, exactly this, is something I will never experience again, I thought. – This is the
first time, it will never be exactly the same again. Then I flung myself onto her and made love to
her. Not tenderly and lovingly like a woman, but more like a James Bond/Morgan Kane imitation.
Later she taught me a different way …. […]. I grew up a little then. Became brave enough to admit
that even ‘rock hard’ me could feel …. That’s what she taught me. It took a woman.24
Sexual desire is unmistakably present in this story, and the norms for how this
desire should play out are clearly described. Love, softness and tenderness are good
qualities. ‘Hardness’ and active, physical moves, like flinging oneself onto someone
and making love to them, are approaches from which lesbians should seek to liberate
themselves.
The tension between active and passive, between being an object and an authen-
tic subject, was constantly negotiated within the movement, and we will return to
this later. Freeing themselves from the objectifying gaze of patriarchy was key to the
new women’s movement, and the invading and violating sexual gaze of men was a
prominent theme in several stories.25 In the first issue of Lavendelexpressen, a lesbian
described how she set out to have a peaceful day alone in the woods reading Kate
Millett. However, she met several men along the way, and one of them tried to initiate
a conversation. Although she refused to engage with his small talk, he had already
ruined her day:
[…] my train of thought had been severed. Instead of experiencing a woman’s thoughts about
another woman, I sat there being annoyed by men. The moment had been torn to pieces, there was
nothing left but hatred. Men, a hazard of global dimensions, world terrorists, so alone with their
own selves that they remain oblivious to other people’s situation.26 Fuck, they’re always there to
break you down. I might as well pack up my things and head indoors to read, instead of sitting here,
being eaten alive. Shit.27
As she was getting up to leave, another man snuck up behind her, exposed himself
and started masturbating. The author describes her reflections: ‘How typically male,
to humiliate and force women into passive participation, to use women in that way,
to give himself an illusion of interaction. How lonely he is with his dick, so little in
touch with anything but his own bodily responses, so fucking male’.28 A few pages
earlier we find an introduction to the SCUM manifesto by Valerie Solanas, and a trans-
lation of her chapter ‘Great Art and Culture’. Here Solanas argues that ‘the male artist
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is just fixated on sexuality, unable to relate to anything apart from his own physical
reactions’.29 A description of male sexuality as being disconnected is regularly re-
peated in the periodicals. In the piece ‘Love, Intimacy and Completeness, Mother’,
a daughter discusses the similarities between her own life as a lesbian among other
lesbians, and her mother’s life as a widow among her female friends. But her mother
keeps insisting that she cannot understand the sexual part of her daughter’s life, that
women can be together like that. The author tries to explain:
I put all the good female descriptives to use to say something about the phenomenon: love
and intimacy and tenderness and goodness, and yes, completeness, that’s what it’s about. The
completeness forged by friendship, love and sexuality. It is hard to understand, my mother re-
sponds when I am done. Because women can’t experience that sense of completeness with men. In
the company of men, women find themselves in a split world, with opposites (that should attract),
differences and loneliness.30
The discourse established in these periodicals is one of women as being focused
on intimacy and emotional closeness, and men as being disconnected and incapable of
intimacy. The cultural critic Ellen Willis summarises radical feminist views on female
and male sexuality as a biological determinism that sees men as inherently violent and
predatory, women as inherently loving and nurturing.31 The presumption was that only
in a lesbian relationship could women be free from the warped understanding of sex
and sexuality in patriarchal society. In Norway, as well as in Sweden and the United
States, lesbian radical feminists saw lesbian relationships as better than heterosexual
ones because they were free from conventional gender roles, and because women ‘by
nature’ were better lovers and partners.32 In this light, lesbianism became ‘the highest
form of love, and heterosexuality [the ultimate] sign of female masochism’.33 Male
sexuality was bad, inauthentic and in many cases dangerous to women. With the in-
creased focus on domestic violence, rape, incest, prostitution and pornography towards
the end of the 1970s, the disgust and fear of male sexuality only grew.34
At one point, the portrayal of male sexuality in Lavendelexpressen reveals discord
within the community. Lavendelexpressen no. 5 carries an article about the preparatory
writings toward a new Norwegian Children Act.35 The article took a strong position
against granting new rights to fathers and elicited two long replies. The replies reacted
against the hateful tone towards men. One of them quoted the original article’s argu-
ment that fathers try to portray themselves as naturally nurturing and loving ‘based on
something that at some point squirted out of their dicks’.36 The reader found this very
disturbing.
When I read this, my thoughts go to various conservative Christian movements and their relation-
ship with sexuality. I read, and I think, ‘yuck, how gross’. And what is gross are dicks and sperm.
‘Disgusting, ugh’, I grimace, because I have heard all this before, my whole life, in fact. I have also
heard that my own genitals are disgusting and smell bad. I think most of us have ‘inherited’ similar
attitudes and have had to spend time and effort to rid ourselves of them. That’s why I had not ex-
pected to find these attitudes in a feminist lesbian magazine. My struggle against the patriarchy is
not related to whether the male body is disgusting or not. If I thought it was, then I would consider
it a personal problem rather than an appropriate political argument against men.37
This contributor ends her letter by saying that she has decided to leave the organi-
sation because she in no way wants to be associated with such attitudes. The fact that
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she chose to leave may suggest that she saw the ‘man-hating’ line as being dominant
within the organisation at the time.38
So hard to talk about: The role of genital sex
While the magazines give a pretty clear picture of how male sexuality is perceived,
the perception of female sexuality is far more elusive. Despite the slogan ‘the per-
sonal is political’, and despite extensive personal exploration in consciousness-raising
groups, it seems to have been difficult for members of the lesbian movement to speak
and write explicitly about sex, sexual experiences and desires.39 Apart from quali-
ties like softness, tenderness, nurturing, love-based and holistic relations, descriptions
of lesbian desire and sex are far less detailed than descriptions of male sexuality. In
Lavendelexpressen no. 2 we find a call for texts on lesbian sexuality because ‘that is
something we rarely talk about’.40 Indicative of the problematic status of the topic,
none of the readers followed up on the request. The next issue features a poem, prob-
ably written by someone in the editorial group, that reflects on the lack of response to
the call, and about the difficulties of sex.
Sitting here trying to write a poem on this and that
but especially about lavendelexpressen not managing to
put together a special issue on couples and sexuality because
none of us managed to write about it even if we
have definitely tried and not only tried one by one
but we have talked about this
subject and I got a lot out of it actually and we
said all sorts of things and I thought that during the conversation
it emerged that not everyone felt things were as easy
as I had thought I assumed everyone was managing
better than me but now I’m not so sure
and I thought I would write about that
but it isn’t simple because someone could recognise me
at least two maybe three well I’m not sure
because I was so drunk but anyway speaking of sex
or sexuality and that thing about managing I don’t really mean
super-duper or anything I don’t mean you
have to like manage and that everything
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should be like in the books because books lie
hell I have to say that all books lie on that particular subject
they must be otherwise I am well anyway
it doesn’t matter and I guess I shouldn’t get too personal
but what I wanted to say was something about hands that hold
(now I have been recognised) and wanting to be held so it feels
good but I guess I should try to say something more specific
well I have slept with a few not very many
but a few and that has been a mixed experience
not necessarily a great success but one thing is for sure
but to talk straight I’m not talking about + orgasms
I mean orgasm is not a must for a successful sex life
in my opinion so that’s not what I am talking about or alluding to
or anything forget the orgasms if they are there or not
help now I’ve written that impossible word four times already and I
only meant to say that it is totally irrelevant or I mean
it isn’t really either oh god why can’t I just shut up
in real life things normally stop here and what
did I mean and I babble every which way
and preferably in the dark.41
The author of the poem finds the word orgasm ‘impossible’ to say, and she shows
how sex is full of complications, shortcomings and disappointments. In this and other
texts, there is also a recognition that there is no language available to address all of
this, particularly the pleasurable parts. Still, Lavendelexpressen felt that they should
write about sex. This reflects the difficulty of escaping the understanding of sexuality
as a route to personal freedom and self-realisation.42 The historian Lillian Faderman
states: ‘Unlike the era of romantic friends or devoted companions, when sexuality
might have been negligible in a woman’s life, in the sex-conscious 70s women felt
as guilty about denying themselves sexual pleasures as their predecessors would have
felt guilty had they indulged’.43 Feeling that one should write about sex is, however,
not the same as having the appropriate language to do so. In the poem above, books
and media representations are said to give untrue descriptions of women’s sex and
sexuality. Porn was of course seen as the most horrid example of misrepresentation,
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but ordinary literature had also failed to give the author above a useful language that
could describe her experiences or give her something to which she could relate.
The author is unsure what position to take with respect to orgasms. The above
text says to ‘forget the orgasms’, and that ‘orgasm is not a must for a successful
sex life’. The author nevertheless recognises that it is not ‘totally irrelevant’ either.
In her article about the female orgasm in American sexual thought and second-wave
feminism, the historian Jane Gerhard argues that in the early years of US women’s
liberation ‘the female orgasm came to signify the political power of women’s sexual
self-determination’.44 Alfred Kinsey, William Howell Masters and Virginia Johnson,
and later also Anne Koedt in The Myth of the Vaginal Orgasm, emphasised the cen-
trality of the clitoris in women’s orgasms.45 All of them, however, still saw ‘orgasm
as the sole indicator of sexual pleasure’.46 Both (male) sexual liberationists of the
1960s and the feminists of the early 1970s saw sex as an arena of empowerment, per-
sonal freedom and authenticity. Liberated and authentic individuals would create a
better society, and thus sexual liberation was highly political.47 One of the few early
US voices that spoke against this focus on genital sex and orgasm was activist Dana
Densmore in the feminist separatist Cell 16 in Boston. In 1971 she wrote that instead
of being intimidated by psychiatrists for their lack of vaginal sexuality, women now
found themselves oppressed by an ‘orgasm frenzy’. ‘Our right to enjoy our own bodies
has not only been bestowed upon us […], it is almost a duty’.48 In the late 1970s, the
perception of sex as dangerous and harmful was more prominent than the perception
of sex as liberating in both the US and Norwegian feminist movements.49 With an
increased focus on men’s sexual violence towards women, the movement focused on
connection and intimacy rather than on pleasure and orgasm when they wrote about
women’s sexuality. The historian Ruth Rosen describes how lesbian feminists in the
United States talked and wrote euphorically about lesbian sex. Lesbians were better
lovers than men because ‘they took their time, they snuggled, they teased, they wove
sexual and emotional intimacy into a seamless passionate experience’.50
This scepticism towards orgasms might also illustrate why it was so hard for the
young lesbian radical feminists to navigate the landscape of genital sex. If it was
mainly men who had a (problematic and patriarchal) sexuality, and women more of a
(warm and loving) sensuality, what then were good and legitimate feminist desires? It
was obvious and easy to reject the perception of women as sexual objects, but becom-
ing sexual subjects seemed a lot harder. It was unclear what parts of sex and sexuality
were available to feminist lesbians. It had to be different from the bad male sexuality,
but it proved difficult to be more specific than talk of ‘sensuality’ and ‘hands that hold
so it feels good’. It was hard to find words, desires and sexual acts that were clearly
feminist and different from male sexuality. Was a wish for orgasms patriarchal? Was
flinging oneself onto a lover male? How to be a female sexual subject, when sexual
subjectivity and agency were mainly ascribed to men?
Only towards the end of the publishing life of the lesbian feminist periodicals did
signs emerge of a different approach to lesbian sexual subjectivity. A travelogue from
a Nordic lesbian event held in Gothenburg describes a gathering of fifteen Nordic
lesbians. The seminar was entitled ‘Sexuality’, and upon arrival the participants im-
mediately decided to sit down and talk in groups.51 The author’s own group moved
quickly on to sharing stories about their love lives.
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I found that I learnt a lot, both about myself and about others. I think it is important to talk more
openly about sexuality and love, both to support one another and rid ourselves of weird myths and
old prejudices that still shackle us to some extent. We also talked about wanting more erotic images
and some new words to better describe our relationships and our love.52
In explicitly talking about their own sexuality, and expressing something they
wanted, ‘erotic images and some new words’, this report constitutes an exception in
the lesbian feminist periodicals.53 This could potentially be interpreted as a faint echo
of the feminist sex wars that affected lesbian communities, particularly in the United
States, at this time.54 Although the pro-sex wing of the feminist sex wars hardly seem
to have influenced feminist organisations in Norway, and certainly not the lesbian
radical feminist ones, I still interpret this comment as a sign of the existence or emer-
gence of a more positive, light-hearted and explorative approach to lesbian sex than
that seen in earlier periodicals. Otherwise it is primarily ‘love’ and ‘sensuality’ rather
than genital sex that is the celebrated approach to bodily pleasure in the periodicals.
There are no texts or articles that focus on orgasms, how to achieve sexual fulfilment
or the importance of sex. There is an explicit contrast made between women’s reali-
ties: passionate friendships and emotional intimacy on the one hand, and sex on the
other.
From the point of view of the lesbian radical feminist publications in Norway, or-
gasms and genital sex were complicated. Orgasms were suspect because they figured
prominently in pornography and literary descriptions of sex, and thus might reflect a
patriarchal goal-oriented view of sex. Also, the author of the long poem quoted above
stresses that she does not imply that sex is something ‘you have to, like, manage’.
‘Managed sex’, sex focused on orgasm, performance and achievement, was how men
related to sex. Women should do it differently. However, it was of primary importance
that the focus on orgasms should not take precedence over what was seen as far more
important than genital pleasure: to be authentic and intimate with another human be-
ing; to communicate, to love and be loved as a whole person. While sexual desire was
potentially problematic in this context, emotional desire (love and intimacy) was seen
as natural and good.55
Authenticity and intimacy
There are many reasons why lesbian sex and sexuality did not feature prominently in
the periodicals of the lesbian radical feminists. The wish to cleanse homosexuality of
the sleaziness often associated with representations of lesbians, notably for instance
in pornography, may have been one motivation. Another may have been the wish not
to provoke other feminists who already felt uncomfortable with lesbianism. Wanting
to unite ‘inborn lesbians’ with lesbians who had joined the movement on political
rather than sexual grounds may also have been an objective. And then there were
the less strategic reasons: a lack of language and feelings of shame, embarrassment
or inadequacy also appear to have played their part. The view that sex was not that
important was yet another reason.56 And, as already pointed out, since genital sex
was mainly constructed as male and patriarchal, the women in the lesbian movement
probably found it particularly difficult to touch on sex and desire in their writings. My
main point in this article, however, is that genital sex and sexual fulfilment were toned
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down in the writings of the lesbian radical feminist movement also because these were
constructed as potential obstructions to reach far more important goals: authenticity
and intimacy.
Michel Foucault shows how ‘sexuality’ from the nineteenth century and onward
became ‘an essential construct in determining not only moral worth, but also health,
desire and identity’ in Western culture.57 Central to Foucault’s theory is also how sex-
uality came to be seen as the authentic truth of a person, and how subjects now came
to feel obligated to tell the truth about themselves by confessing the details of their
sexuality. The writings of the Norwegian lesbian radical feminists are implicitly in op-
position to this view of sexuality and truth. They wanted their truth, their authenticity,
to rest on their identity as women, and on their identity as women-loving women, as
lesbians. They did not want their truth to rest on their sex acts or on an identity resting
primarily on sexual desire. Their authentic selves were not to be found in orgasms
and sexual exploration; their authentic selves were to be found through introspection,
self-reflection, sisterhood and community.
The lesbian radical feminist movement of the 1970s and 1980s was deeply con-
nected to other contemporary social movements and the major cultural shifts that oc-
curred at the time. One such shift was the cultural move towards an ethics of authen-
ticity and the moral obligation to be ‘true to oneself’.58 The famous 1970 manifesto
of the Radicalesbians carries numerous references to authenticity. The opening para-
graphs state that a lesbian is a woman ‘who, often beginning at an extremely early age,
acts in accordance with her inner compulsion to be a more complete and freer human
being’.59 This complete and free human being, coming from within, is the authentic
self:
It is the primacy of women relating to women, of women creating a new consciousness of and with
each other, which is at the heart of women’s liberation, and the basis for the cultural revolution.
Together we must find, reinforce, and validate our authentic selves.60
The Norwegian periodicals express the same longing through their focus on com-
pleteness and on living lives that allowed all parts of themselves to be present at all
times, and through their strong belief in the existence of a true and authentic self be-
hind all the inauthenticity forced upon women by patriarchy. Lindeqvist expresses this
belief in, and longing for, authenticity in the Swedish movement: ‘Beneath the de-
structive femininity there exists an authentic one, a self unspoiled by societal values
and norms, a self that can be found outside of heterosexual relations’.61 According to
this logic, a lesbian relationship is a (the) route to authenticity. Sitting in circles while
discussing their lives and trying to identify and dismantle patriarchal mechanisms and
patterns – searching for authenticity beyond patriarchy – was integral to the lesbian
feminist community and it was considered crucial political work.
In addition to the inspiration from American feminism, research also emphasises
how ideals of authenticity and of raising consciousness on a personal level to facilitate
social change were key aspects of the whole New Left movement.62 Consciousness-
raising groups were an important political tool in the New Women’s Movement, and
their format and approach appear to have been applied on many occasions when
lesbian feminists met up. In a two-part fairy tale about a little white mouse, pub-
lished by Lesbisk [intern]avis, this part of the culture is portrayed and problematised,
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particularly the hegemonic status of public self-exploration. After escaping loneliness
and bullying among the grey mice (the heterosexuals), the little white mouse found
community among a group of other white mice (the lesbians). However, after a while,
the new community started to feel a little stifling. When she lived among the grey
mice, the little white mouse had asserted herself through her athletic abilities, but
these activities were scorned by the lesbians.
Here no one cared particularly for running or jumping or playing ball games. ‘That’s just something
the stupid grey mice do, because they are afraid to look for white hairs in their own fur’, they said.
Instead, they often sat in groups and talked, or they played the ‘Get to know yourself’ game. That
meant selecting one or two in the group to be told that something they had said or done was stupid.63
The white mouse experienced that running and playing was frowned upon, while
consciousness-raising through talking-circles and ‘honest critique’ was seen as the
all-important activity that would lead to authenticity, honest living and intimacy. Also,
sessions of self-criticism and criticism by the group were seen as necessary tools to
dismantle the patriarchy within one’s own psychological structure, and a tool to build
community. However, the fairy tale also suggests that the intended result sometimes
failed to materialise and goes on to describe how jealousy and possessiveness were
clamped down on. When the protagonist discovered that she wanted to keep her ‘best
friend’ to herself, she did everything she could to hide these unacceptable feelings.
She ‘became a champion at “verbalising” (that meant putting into words) the thoughts
and feelings she had inside, and she became quite an expert at sounding the alert when
some of the others said something wrong or stupid’.64 By attacking others, she hoped
not to be exposed herself.
Several times the periodicals refer to jealousy as an unacceptable but sadly persis-
tent emotion in the lesbian community.65 Although there are no articles that specifi-
cally describe how lesbian relationships should be organised, it is reasonable to believe
that many of the Norwegian readers had also read, for example, the pamphlet printed
by the Swedish Lesbisk Front in 1978. The pamphlet describes how older homosexual
women, in contrast to the new lesbian feminists, would direct their love of women
towards one woman, and based their relationships on ownership and jealousy just like
heterosexual relationships.66 Jealousy was seen as an expression of a patriarchal own-
ership ideology, and was one of the emotions and practices that the talking circles
sought to correct. As expressed in the above-mentioned fairy tale, the people of the
patriarchy focused on inessential activities like running and ball games. The lesbian
radical feminists focused on the most important and hardest task of all: to find and
become their true and most authentic selves – beings beyond patriarchy.
While the fairy tale was critical of this focus, the quest for authenticity was other-
wise universally embraced in the periodicals and runs through all the activist cohorts
represented. A report from the lesbian community in the town of Stavanger in 1982
reflects many of the same values found in the first volumes. The goal is still honest, in-
timate and authentic relations and, to achieve that, ‘we must learn to communicate’.67
As long as we know each other from pub crawls, parties and after-parties, we will not feel secure
and safe in one another’s company. We must learn to speak openly to one another and tell it like it
is. Speaking openly is difficult. We have to work at being able to do that. Eventually we might even
appreciate that others try to correct our attitudes and our behaviour. But for that we need to feel
safe and confident. We achieve this by daring to invest in one another, starting by simply addressing
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moods and feelings that are otherwise not talked about. Just like the women’s movement of the 60s
we have to learn how to invest in ourselves and cherish the powers within us.68
Superficial and mind-numbing activities like pub crawls and parties (and sports,
according to the fairy tale) prevent the possibility of trust and closeness. To reach
the necessary intimacy, and to find the true and authentic forces within oneself and
one another, one has to be prepared to work hard on soul searching, disclosure and
communication. Philosopher Charles Taylor (1989; 1991) has carefully outlined these
ethics in his research on the position of the self in late modernity.69 The search for
authenticity is central because of the moral obligation associated with achieving one’s
full potential:
There is a certain way of being human that is my way. I am called upon to live my life in this way,
and not in imitation of anyone else’s. But this gives a new importance to being true to myself. If I
am not, I miss the point of my life, I miss what being human is for me.70
This discourse is also important for our understanding of the lesbian radical fem-
inist movement in Norway. If they failed to uncover and dismantle patriarchy within
themselves, they would, to quote Taylor, miss ‘the potentiality that was properly their
own’.71 The consequence of the ethics of authenticity is the necessity of finding and
articulating one’s true self. The work of finding this true female and feminist self was
certainly something embarked on by the lesbian radical feminists. And, being placed
outside of patriarchy, lesbian feminists believed they would have better access to their
authentic selves than most other groups in society. Authentic feminist sex was (had to
be!) very different from the competitiveness, the focus on performance and achieve-
ment, and the disconnected body parts they saw as the patriarchal approach to sex. In
this process, the chase for genital sex and orgasms could be seen as the opposite of the
quest for true authenticity.
A discourse which is both parallel and integral to the discourse of authenticity is
what we can call the discourse or ethics of intimacy. We saw this expressed in the
descriptions of female love, and in the arguments that explained why female love and
sex was better than male love and sex. In the lesbian periodicals, both authenticity
and intimacy are seen as qualities one should work to achieve. The sociologist Lynn
Jamieson names a particular ethics of intimacy: disclosing intimacy. It is a form of
intimacy that emphasises:
mutual disclosure, constantly revealing your inner thoughts and feelings to each other. It is an
intimacy of the self rather than an intimacy of the body, although the completeness of intimacy of
the self may be enhanced by bodily intimacy.72
The sociologist Eva Illouz stresses that, within this discourse, a relationship is
an arena for expressing ‘and in fact find[ing] one’s authentic self’.73 The American
culture scholar David Shumway argues that romantic relationships have become an
important part of the process of self-discovery or self-identity. Sexuality is, however,
an underlying factor, as intimacy is usually understood as ‘friendship +’.74 Although
sex is the implied ‘+’, the focus of this discourse is primarily on the importance of
communication, autonomy, authenticity and intimacy. The sociologist Anthony Gid-
dens termed the relationships built on disclosing intimacy ‘pure relationships’.75 The
pure relationship exists solely to meet the partners’ emotional and sexual needs and is
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likely to continue only so long as it succeeds. In contrast to marriage (regulated by law,
customs and morality), the pure relationship is ‘entered into for its own sake, for what
can be derived by each person from a sustained association with another’.76 Giddens
also emphasises equality as a necessary prerequisite for this kind of relationship.
From the 1970s onwards, the ideal-typical marriage began to be described as some-
thing similar to ‘disclosing intimacy’ in Western public stories.77 Shumway shows
how the discourse on intimacy progressively emerged in self-help books, movies and
intimacy literature. He states that:
a longing to be known is at the heart of the discourse of intimacy. Where the romantic lover sought
mystery and to remain mysterious, the lover under intimacy wants to break through deception to a
true meeting of minds.78
According to Shumway, the discourse of intimacy came to replace or supplement
the older discourse of romance. Intimate middle-class relationships of late modernity
rest on the partners being able to realise their inner authentic selves, and that they
are equal, self-reflective and self-determining individuals. Norway’s lesbian radical
feminist periodicals and their talk of intimacy form a part of this production of a new
discourse of intimacy. The Norwegian lesbian feminists can almost be seen as an ideal-
typical group for developing disclosing intimacy. There were few structural inequali-
ties among the lesbian feminists; almost all of them were white and middle-class, or on
their way to becoming middle-class, and they had a strong ideological investment in a
close and loving sisterhood to the extent that potential differences were downplayed.
Since most of them were also young and had no children, they were also less preoccu-
pied with the more practical forms of intimacy involved with care and dependence.
A wealth of empirical studies show that not only feminist lesbians of the 1970s
valued disclosing intimacy in romantic relationships more than sex. The same applied
for a large proportion of all women from these generations.79 As such, the lesbian
feminists were describing empirical realities when they wrote about women being
better at communication and intimacy, and men being more focused on genital sex
than women. However, the lesbian radical feminist writings were of course also repro-
ducing this pattern, and describing it as an inevitable, general and stable characteristic.
The lesbian feminists did not believe in the possibility of equal heterosexual relation-
ships under patriarchy and were indifferent to men’s potential for development when it
came to sex, authenticity and intimacy. The stories constructed in the lesbian feminist
periodicals are ‘old-school’ and ‘traditional’ in the sense that they reproduce a story of
men and women as inherently different from one another, particularly when it comes
to intimacy and sexuality. Their stories are ‘new’ and ‘postmodern’ in their emphasis
on authenticity and disclosing intimacy as the end purpose of human relationships.
In the above story about the masturbator in the woods, the flashing was described as
‘an illusion of interaction’, and the man as ‘lonely’ and ‘not in touch with anything
but his own bodily responses’.80 In the same issue of Lavendelexpressen we read Va-
lerie Solanas’s words that the male artist is just fixated on sexuality, unable to relate
to anything apart from his own physical reactions. To the lesbian radical feminists,
this was the exact opposite of what a solid lesbian relationship would or should be:
built on interaction, communication and intimacy, and where bodily responses were
secondary.81
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Conclusion
The above analysis makes it clear that the vagina-inspection circles at the Women’s
House (referred to in the introduction) were definitely not intended as tools to im-
prove sexual technique or to achieve better sexual satisfaction. Instead, they may be
interpreted as tools to get to know oneself and others fully and intimately, by meeting
one another nakedly and openly. They were driven by emotional rather than sexual de-
sire, by a hunger for self-knowledge, authenticity and disclosing intimacy, rather than
by a quest for genital satisfaction.
The lesbian radical feminists in Norway did not write or reflect extensively on sex
and sexuality in their periodicals. While there are several reasons for this downplaying
of sex, my main argument in this article has been that sex was downplayed because
it conflicted with some of the main underlying foci of the movement: authenticity
and intimacy. While Jane Gerhard and Michael Shumway show how authenticity and
intimacy were constructed as preferable companions to sex in the New Left and in
large parts of the women’s movement, the Norwegian lesbian radical feminists often
constructed authenticity and intimacy in opposition to genital sex.82
Changes in gender relations, gender dynamics and same-sex relationships have
pushed for ‘more egalitarian forms of relationships and creative life experiments’ since
the 1970s.83 Love and sexuality have become highly reflective arenas, and an ethics
of authenticity and intimacy has become central to personal relationships. The Norwe-
gian lesbian radical feminists of the 1970s and 1980s formed a part of this shift. Their
political ideals and visions necessitated the formation of new relationship models that
rested on authenticity and intimacy rather than on sexuality. In their fight against pa-
triarchy and their exploration of female identity and sisterhood, in their refusal to be
objects, figures of old-fashioned female homosexual abjects or patriarchal, lustful and
objectifying subjects, lesbian radical feminists in Norway did not create a wide-open
space for discussions about sexual desire.84 They did, however, become part of the
move towards a discourse where authenticity and intimacy are seen as the most impor-
tant components of human relationships.
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